Modular seals WA-pipe seals for large diameter pipes passing through concrete wall openings, require specialized modular seal links.

Large pipes require a secure high grip force waterproof WA-Seal

All American and International pipe sizes, steel, PVC, ductile iron or concrete pipes sealed with WA-modular seals insure a class one no leak solution for large pipes. The seals are 72 psi seals that provide up to 160 ft head pressure protection. Large pipes up to 120 inch diameter are accommodated.

Standard 316 stainless steel bolt and nut hardware offer long life corrosion protection. Special EDPM or NBR elastomer are the sealing elements.

WA - large pipe modular seals, have bolt head torque annunciators. The bolt head changes color when optimum torque on each bolt is attained. This informs the installer that optimum compression is achieved. No under tightened links.

Also a unique and efficient feature of our large pipe seal is the nuts are enclosed in the compression plates. This insure nuts are not loose and lost during the install phase.

Email or call Westatlantic for your sealing requirements 902 455 4455

See: large diameter pipe sealing: